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I Know My Father Lives – Echo Singing 

In this Echo Singing game, you'll divide your Primary into a variety of different "groups" and have them 
compete to see who can sing out the song the best!  

How to Teach I Know My Father Lives with Echo Singing:  
- Start by singing through I Know My Father Lives once to introduce your activity.  
- Then, tell the kids that was pretty good, but can they do better? How about making it a competition?  
- Either ask a child for ideas on how to divide up the Primary room or use our Echo Singing Competition 

Cards to have a child randomly select one way to mix up the room into groups!  
- I've included 16 different ways to divide the groups. Select the ones that fit your Primary!  
- Have the children physically move, if your Primary room has the capacity for shuffling kids. Remind the 

children if they get too loud or rowdy when moving, we'll have to go back to sitting instead.  
- Sing through the song either both or just one verse as many times as you'd like!  

Here are the included Competition Singing Styles:  
- Boys vs Girls 
- Class vs Class - leave additional classes out or do them next 
- Junior vs Senior - if combined, let the JR and SR Primary compete 
- Even Age vs Odd Age - 5/7/9/11 vs 4/6/8/10 based on their AGE not their class! :)  
- Light hair vs Dark hair - blond and redheads vs Brunette and black hair.  
- Left vs Right - divide the room in half where they are currently (or originally) sitting 
- Front Row vs Back Row 
- Kids vs Adults - this is always a favorite! 
- Brown Eyes vs Blue Eyes - Green eyes can be the lucky ones out or have them join in with blue eyes 
- Purple + Blue vs Green + Red - Kids group with their favorite color of the four choices.  
- Math vs English - Pick which subject they prefer for their group 
- Halloween vs Christmas - Which holiday do they like best?  
- Spring vs Fall - Pick a favorite season 
- Summer vs Winter 
- Dogs vs Cats 
- Count off - 1 vs 2 vs 3 vs 4 - Start at the first kid and have them say their number counting in order 

from 1, 2, 3, 4 and then starting back over at 1. This will create 4 roughly even groups. Have group 1 
and 2 echo sing the 1st verse and groups 3 and 4 echo sing the 2nd verse.  

Echo Singing Parts for I Know My Father Lives:  

Group 1 Sings: Group 2 Sings: 

I know my Father lives and loves me too 

The Spirit whispers this to me and 

Tells me it is true and tells me it is true 

Other Ways to Judge Echo Singing:  
You can use a variety of criteria to mix it up even more and have fun with a variety of goals.  

- Which group was the loudest?  
- Which group had the MOST participants singing?  
- Which group knows the most words? 
- Which group was the most supportive of their team?  
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Permissions & Use Policy 

Thank you for downloading this printable. Your download grants license for the personal and church use of the 

individual purchaser. This license may also extend to other co-teachers, assistants, or others who may help and assist 

you in teaching this lesson. That means, you may purchase and print and utilize this printable as well as prepare this 

lesson as an activity for a substitute or with the help of an assistant. You may also share the printed resources with your 

immediate predecessor (the music leader who follows you) for use during the remainder of the current year’s lesson 

plans.  

Our digital files may not be further passed on, shared, distributed, or given out to any other individuals. In sharing the 

printed resources, the license does not continue to extend to those individuals for use beyond the continuation of use 

for which it was initially purchased for with a limited-use license.  

Any additional music leaders, teachers, assistants, or other individuals who would like their own personal copy of the 

digital files and resources should obtain their own copy with license. Copies of all our resources can be found at 

www.PrimarySinging.com. 

 

Copyright Protection 

Copying any part of this work, sharing digital copies, distributing by print beyond the use permissions, or any other form 

of releasing this file is a violation of copyright law. Additionally, it is a violation of copyright law adapt or modify and 

share this digital work as your own creation when sourced from another person’s copyrighted work.  

We do encourage, and appreciate, sharing the direct link to our original resources and files with those who may be 

interested. You can additionally share how you used and adapted the files for your own use to inspire others for how 

they might choose to use these files within the acceptable use policies.  

 

Help & Feedback 

If you need any help or additional information on the acceptable use and policies of our digital files, you can reach out to 

us directly from the contact form or email address shared on our website www.PrimarySinging.com.  

We would love to hear ideas on how to improve and additional ideas for use of our printables! We welcome your 

feedback and experiences! You can also share your experiences using the hashtag #PrimarySinging on your favorite 

social media channels.  

 

Thank you for your support! 
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